
Why  Reclaimed   Timbers
Thanks to a century or so of drying, and the inherent 
tight grain of old trees, reclaimed timbers allow for 
stable joinery and unmatched history. Their character is 
celebrated with hints of the past, ranging from bolt holes 
and ferrous staining, to original as-found surfaces and the 
occasional mortise pocket.
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Our goal is to help you shine, ensuring your project goes 
smoothly from start to finish. By inventorying & milling our 
timbers in New York & Oregon, we can remove obstacles so 
you can hit tight schedules and budgets. Here’s our promise 
in a nutshell: 

• On time, your time, every time. 

• Need a graded timber? We have them in most species. 

• We source and mill in-house giving us buying power 
and control; giving you competitive pricing. 

• Custom timber lists or fabrication for “easy to install” 
fully joined packages—we’re here to help. 

• Let us pre-finish your order and save you install time. 
We have standard and custom color options. 

• Your whole-project solution: with full in-house 
drafting, design, and custom woodworking should  
you need it. 

• We have 30 years of award-winning timber experience 
and skill.

West Coast: 503.719.4800  |  East Coast: 585.924.9970  

800.951.9663  |  pioneermillworks.com

Serving great clients across North America from OR & NY.

Agricultural Timbers

Re-sawn & Planed 
Industrial Timbers



Reclaimed from rural structures, these timbers can be as 
challenging as they are extraordinary. In addition to their hand-
hewn or sawn surfaces, they often have original mortise pockets, 
tenons, peg holes, insect marks, checking, and knots.

Typical Species: 
Ash, Elm, Maple, Beech, Hickory, Oak, White Pine, Hemlock, 
and Douglas fir

Sourced from industrial buildings, these timbers have a more 
uniform patina with band sawn, circle sawn, or planed surfaces. 
Signs of past life may include, but are not limited to: original bolt 
holes, nail holes, fastener marks, ferrous staining, and checking.

Typical Species:   
Heart Pine, Douglas fir, Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

Industrial As-Found Timbers 
Softwoods Weathered with Character

These timbers have a smoother and more consistent face than 
their as-found counterpart. Highlighting signs of past life which 
can include, but are not limited to: original bolt holes, nail holes, 
fastener marks, ferrous staining, checking, and occasional knots.

Typical Species:   
Heart Pine, Douglas fir, Yellow Pine, Hemlock, Eastern White Pine, 
Red Pine, and Oak (less frequently)

Re-Sawn & Planed Industrial Timbers 
Softwoods with signs of previous life

Agricultural Timbers
Hardwoods and Softwoods Hewn By Hand

These timbers are custom cut to your projects sizes and grades and 
can be as wet as recently felled or as dry as you want them. Forest 
Stewardship Council Certified and WCLIB grading is available. 

FRESH-SAWN DOUGLAS FIR Timbers
Harvested from the Northwest U.S. & Western Canada

• 2x4" to 16x20' in stock
• Custom Sizes

• Variety long lengths available
• 2x6" T&G car decking

Sizes:

• Select Structural
• #2 & Better
• #1 & Better

• FOHC
• Dense Grain
• Box Heart

Grades:

• Green
• Heat Treated

• Kiln Dried
• Dry-to-the-core

Seasoning:

Finishing & Fabrication Options
Just the Right Look for your Timbers

BOX BEAMS & JACKETS
For when you need a timber look, but not the real-deal. 

Custom textures and finishes can dramatically change the look 
of your timbers, from classic hand-hewing to multi-step finishes. 
Fabrication of trusses and structures are also available.

Box-Beams are fabricated to look as close to a solid timber as 
we can muster: mitered corners, grain matching, and custom 
finishing should you need it. Or we can supply you with timber 
skins (jackets) for covering wood or steel supports.

Examples of some of the custom timber finishes available.


